
Notre Dame, IN—Lisa M. Hendey, founder of CatholicMom.com and bestselling 
author of The Handbook for Catholic Moms, again offers her guidance for mothers in 
the nourishing of heart, mind, body, and soul. In her new book, A Book of Saints for 
Catholic Moms, Hendey presents fifty-two saints to act as companions in the many 
joys —and trials— of motherhood. With charisma and conviction, she applies the 
wisdom of the saints to a mother’s unique role, highlighting that these individuals 
“led ordinary lives and yet accomplished extraordinary things.” Hendey chooses men 
and women whose stories have influenced her personal perspective on motherhood 
and encourages fellow moms to welcome these Catholic leaders as both role models 
and long-time friends.

In each of the fifty-two short chapters, one per saint, Hendey provides:
   •  A short biography of the saint
   •  Reflection on the guidance offered by the saint
   •  Traditions and family activities inspired by the saint
   •  Daily scripture passages 
   •  A prayer for families to say together

Hendey’s companions include familiar intercessors such as Francis of Assisi, Teresa of 
Avila, and Mother Teresa, as well as lesser-known figures like Josephine Bakhita and 
Mother Théodore Guerin. Hendey marks each chapter with a symbol to signify which 
dimension —heart, mind, body, or soul—the saint is best known to influence and 
concludes each chapter with a discussion prompt or journaling question to ponder 
during the week. 

Hendey’s exploration of the saints is personal yet relatable, tradition-based yet filled 
with fresh insight. With shared pieces of her own parenting experience, Hendey of-
fers innovative ways in which families can bring the examples of the saints into their 
homes and closer to their hearts. 
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Forest of Peace

Hendey Presents A Saint Per Week for Catholic Moms

Every time a Catholic mother asks me what author she should read, I have a ready answer: Lisa Hendey. Her 
latest book, on the saints, provides a rich pattern of learning, reflection, prayer, and practical Catholic-living 
suggestions, based on the lives of fifty-two great heroes and heroines of our faith. 

James Martin, S.J.
Author of My Life with the Saints



L isa M. Hendey is the founder and editor of CatholicMom.com 
and the bestselling author of The Handbook for Catholic Moms.

She hosts the Catholic Moments podcast and the Catholic Mom tele-
vision show. Hendey is a technology contributor for EWTN’s SonRise 
Morning Show and a regular guest on Relevant Radio’s On Call after-
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workshops on faith, family, and Catholic new media topics and her 
schedule has included the Los Angeles Religious Education Congress, 
Catholic Marketing Network, the University of Dallas Ministry 
Conference, and the National Council of Catholic Women. Hendey 
resides in Fresno, California, with her family.
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About the Author

Praise for A Book of Saints for Catholic Moms

Will appeal to Catholics yearning for an earlier kind of church, yet Vatican II Catholics also will find encouragement in her contemporary 
family values and willingness to address modern struggles. All parents will appreciate the kid-friendly activities, such as an art show in 
honor of St. Catherine of Bologna, which are both fun and foundational for forming a new generation in faith. 

Publishers Weekly

I am so grateful for Lisa Hendey’s new book. Whether you’re a spiritual mom like me or a mom with children who keep you on the move, 
A Book of Saints for Catholic Moms will provide much joy, guidance, and companionship on your journey.

Teresa Tomeo
Host of Catholic Connection

Lisa Hendey knows exactly what inspires and encourages so many Catholic moms, and in this book, she absolutely delivers it.
Danielle Bean

Editorial Director 
Faith & Family

God bless Lisa Hendey for bolstering Catholic mothers by sharing her intimate companionship with fifty-two of her favorite saints.
Donna-Marie Cooper O’Boyle

Host of EWTN’s Everyday Blessings for Catholic Moms
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1. When did you start looking to the Communion of Saints for guidance? What prompted that?

2. Which saint has most influenced your journey as a Catholic mom?

3. How can we bring the saints’ examples into contemporary Catholic life?

4. Tell us how you balance fast-paced work on the Internet with prayer and contemplation. 

5.  Which saints can be of special encouragement to fathers? 

Suggested Interview Questions: 

From A Book of Saints for Catholic Moms: 

“So often, the highway to heaven feels 
like we’re walking five steps forward and 
ten steps back. For moments like that, 
we can turn to those holy souls who 
have modeled the way for us. They have 
led ordinary lives and yet accomplished 
extraordinary things, often overcoming 
seemingly impossible obstacles.”
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